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Abstract: A single-stage power converter is proposed for electronically coupled distributed generation, that is capable of both
maximum power point tracking and unity power factor dispatching. Modeling for photovoltaic array (the distributed generator) and
three-phase grid-connected inverter produce the optimum control parameters. The inverter’s controller uses inner and outer control
loops to control parameters. The inner control loop converts input from the abc frame to the d, q, 0 frame to dispatch at unity power
factor. The outer voltage control loop tracks the maximum power point through the new technique, which can be used in microgrid
applications at the primary control level (local controller). A comparison between produced active power from single-stage and two-
stage power converter is illustrated, showing that single-stage has higher efficincy. A comparison is conducted between variable and
fixed DC reference voltages in terms of their active power yields for the proposed single-stage converter system. The paper investigates
the impact of different ambient disturbances such as varying weather conditions, solar radiation with severe disturbances, and variable
PV cell temperature on the active and reactive power yields.The dynamic reference voltage is proposed. Its effectiveness during variable
radiations and temperatures are verified by Matlab/Simulink simulations.

Keywords: distributed generation, inverter, photovoltaic, microgrid.

1 Introduction

Distributed renewable energy generation have potential in
advanced research that attempts their incorporation into
electrical power systems. Their features include zero
carbon dioxide emission, low running cost, low
maintenance cost, and high abundance; encouraging
many governments to pass ambitious policies of up to
20% increase or more of renewable energy resources in
power supply resources [31]. Photovoltaic (PV) is one
promising renewable energy option, increasingly being
integrated into distribution networks. Given that nearly
90% of all grid disturbances occur in the distribution
networks [17], the move towards distributed generation
integration has had to focus on how to enhance grid
reliability and quality within the distribution networks
[32]. Despite the advantages of PV resources, there are a
few challenges that hinder their widespread exploitation.
Power source intermittence is one complex challenge

afflicting integration. As for grid-connected PV systems,
removing battery backup reduces costs and increases
efficiency, but increases the challenge of solar radiation
intermittence. The controller must have the ability to
overcome input and output power disturbances that arise
when a PV distributed source is connected to the public
grid [2,12,32].

A power conversion system is needed to transfer
power from the PV direct current (DC) to the public grid
alternative current (AC). Power conversion systems can
be classified into two types, depending on the number of
power processing stages: single-stage [28,9,23,30,10,
36], and two-stage power conversion systems [27,6,29,
14,25,4,16,15] (the latter being the most common
configuration for electronically-coupled distributed
generator (DG)) (see Fig. (1)). Two-stage conversion
systems have two converters; one on the PV side which
extracts maximum power from the PV, the other is a
synchronized inverter connected to the public-grid side,
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Fig. 1: (a) Single-stage power-conversion system and(b) a two-
stage power-conversion system.

which controls the active and reactive power dispatched.
In a single-stage approach, the inverter is used alone to
meet the power conversion system’s requirements.
Although Single-stage conversion needs a bulky line
transformer, it offers advantages such as high conversion
efficiency, simplified topology, low cost, and compactness
[38,20,3,10].

As a single stage DC-AC inverter is used as a power
converter in this paper, its function is to track the DC link
voltage that extracts maximum power from the PV and
dispatches zero reactive power to the public grid. The
proposed control technique (for voltage source inverters
(VSIs)) achieves fast dynamic response through an outer
dc link voltage control loop and an inner current control
loop. The current control strategy plays the main role in
power flow performance. It uses the d, q reference frame
which is able to eliminate steady-state error and, through
decoupled control has a fast transient response [21]. IEEE
standards [1] have been observed, applicable to all
distributed resources with aggregate capacity of 10 MVA
or less. The following sections of the paper are organized
as follows: Section2 presents the circuit and modeling;
Section 3 describes the voltage and current control;
Section4 overviews the control layers of a microgrid;
Section5 presents the simulation results and discussion;
then Section6 concludes the paper.

2 Circuit Description and modeling

Fig. (2) shows a PV energy source connected to a
three-phase public grid via a single-stage power
conversion system, namely an inverter. The inverter has
two loops: an inner loop to control the reactive power and
maintain unity power factor, and an outer loop to control
reference DC voltage so as to remain at a voltage that
extracts maximum power from the PV. The inverter
switching technique is pulse width modulation
(PWM),the switches operate at constant frequency which

is much higher than the line frequency. PWM produces
pulses to comply with maximum power point tracking
(MPPT), unity power factor mode, and synchronization
with the public grid. A filter is used to remove undesired
frequency components and enhance the desired ones. The
inductors are linear and balanced. The whole conduction
losses are represented by three symmetrical resistors. The
filter output is connected to the secondary side of a step
down transformer ( 96 winding turns ratio). The
transformer’s primary is connected to the high voltage
public grid. The measurement block at main bus (B),
measures the output voltage and current. The controllable
part in this system is the inverter. More details about the
inner and outer loops are presented in section 3.

Grid

BTransformer

PV

DC

AC

inverter

Fig. 2: Photovoltaic arrays connected to the public grid.

2.1 PV modeling

The solar cell is the energy producing part of the PV panel.
Fig. (3) shows an equivalent circuit for a solar cell [38,21,
4]. It can be represented by a current source connected in
parallel with a diode. The output currentIo is given by:

Io = Iph− Id−
Vd

Rsh
(1)

Iph is the photocurrentVd is the diode voltage,Rsh is the
equivalent shunt resistance andId is the diode current
which equals:

Id = Irsc∗ ((exp
q.Vd

η .k.T
)−1) (2)

Irsc is the diode reverse saturation current,q is the
electron charge 1.6* 10−19 C , k is Boltzman’s constant
1.38 * 10−23 J/K , η is the diode quality factor,T is the
PV panel temperature. The output voltageVo is given by:

Vo =Vd − IoRs (3)

whereRs is the series resistance. In general, the output
currentIo of the solar cell is:

Io = Iph− Irsc∗ ((exp
q.(Vo+ IoRs)

η .k.T
)−1)−

(Vo+ IoRs)

Rsh
(4)
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Fig. 3: Photovoltaic cell equivalent circuit.

Rs is usually low andRsh high; so they can be
neglected. Equation (4) can be simplified to:

Io = Iph− Irsc∗ ((exp
q.Vo

η .k.T
)−1) (5)

During open circuit, the output currentIo equals zero.
Furthermore, the shunt resistance is considered to be very
large, so the open-circuitVoc from (5) is:

Voc = (
η .T.k

q
) ln(

Iph

Irsc
+1) (6)

During short circuit, the output voltageVo equals zero
andIrsc can be neglected so the output short-circuit current
Isc from (4) is:

Isc=
Iph

(1+
Rs

Rsh
)

(7)

The output power equation is:

P=VoIo =Vo(Iph− Id−
Vd

Rsh
) (8)

The solar radiationI is:

I = φ ∗E (9)

whereφ is the photon flux, which represents the number
of photons per unit time per unit area.E is photon energy,
obtainable from:

E =
hc
λ

(10)

whereh is Planck’s constant 6.626*10−34 j.s ,c is the light
speed in a vacuum 3*108 m/s .λ the wavelength.

2.2 Nominal operating cell temperature
(Malaysia)

The cell temperature (Tc) plays the main role in assessing
the efficiency of a solar cell. The value ofTc is calculated
based on ambient temperature and solar radiation values
as well as the nominal operating cell temperature
(NOCT). NOCT is defined as the temperature element in

a solar cell exposed at 800 W/m2 of solar radiation, 20◦C
of ambient temperature, and a wind speed of 1 m/s. As
these conditions may vary depending on the climate zone
nature, the paper [37] proposed a new condition called
tropical field operation cell temperature (tFOCT) suitable
for tropical zones like Malaysia. The results show that the
suitable weather conditions for measuring the tFOCT are
886 W/m2 of solar radiation, 34◦C of ambient
temperature, and a wind speed of 3.2 m/s, Concluding
that the recommended tFOCT value is 52.5◦C. Therefore
theTc can be obtained by below equation:

Tc = Ta+G∗
(tFOCT−34◦C)

886W/m2 (11)

where Tc and Ta are the cell and the ambient
temperatures respectively, G is the instant solar radiation.

The experimental tests for the PV panels reveal that
the efficiency decreases with theTc increases. From (1)
and (2) the output currentIo increases slightly with the
temperature, while temperature affects various other
terms in (6), net effect of temperature is that it decreases
Voc linearly. The drop inVoc with temperature is mainly
related to the increase in the diode reverse saturation
current Irsc which strongly depends on the temperature.
The common rule forIrsc and Tc relation is thatIrsc
doubles for every 10◦C rise in Tc [8]. Therefore, the
relation between diode saturation current and temperature
can be expressed by the (12)

Irsc = Irsc,STC∗2
(
Tc−298◦

10
)

(12)

where Irsc,STC is the diode saturation current at the
standard test condition.

2.3 VSI modeling

The three-phase VSI connected to a grid is shown in Fig.
(4). To achieve VSI modeling, the assumption of
symmetrical and sinusoidal three phase voltage is adopted
as shown in (13):







va =Vmcos(wt)
vb =Vmcos(wt− 2

3π)
vc =Vmcos(wt+ 2

3π)







(13)

Where Vm is the peak value of the voltage, so the VSI
model in the abc frame is:















ea = Ldia
dt + iaR+ va+ vnN

eb = Ldib
dt + ibR+ vb+ vnN

ec = Ldic
dt + icR+ vc+ vnN

Ipv =Cdvdc
dt + i inv















(14)

R and C are the resistor and capacitors respectively
shown in Fig. (4), from (14)

vnN =
1
3
(ea+eb+ec) (15)
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Fig. 4: Three-phase voltage source inverter.

The inverter’s switching functiond∗

k(k = 1,3,5) is
defined as

d∗

k =

{

1, i f Sk is on and Sk+1 is o f f
0, i f Sk is o f f and Sk+1 is on

}

(16)

The voltage values per phase are calculated based on
switch position at that period from the Equ below:

ea−VnN=Vdc(d
∗

1 −
d∗

1 +d∗

3 +d∗

5

3
) (17)

Therefore, the model can be written as in Equation (18)


















Ldia
dt =−iaR− va+(d∗

1 −
d∗1+d∗3+d∗5

3 )vdc

Ldib
dt =−ibR− vb+(d∗

3 −
d∗1+d∗3+d∗5

3 )vdc

Ldic
dt =−iaR− vc+(d∗

5 −
d∗1+d∗3+d∗5

3 )vdc

Cdvdc
dt = Ipv− (d∗

1ia+d∗

3ib+d∗

5ic)



















(18)

For PWM inputs Equ. (18) can be separated into
high-frequency and low-frequency components following
Fourier analysis. The low-frequency component is the
same as Equ. (18), with the switching functionsd∗ being
replaced by continuous duty ratiosd∗

k(k = 1,3,5),
containing∈ [0,1] is considered further in [35]

Tabc
dq0 = 2

3





cos(wt) cos(wt− 2
3π) cos(wt+ 2

3π)
sin(wt) sin(wt− 2

3π) sin(wt+ 2
3π)

1
2

1
2

1
2



 (19)

The model described by Equ (18) are time varying
and nonlinear. Control can be facilitated by transforming
the model into a synchronous orthogonal frame rotating at
the utility angular frequencyω . The positive-sequence
components at the fundamental frequency become
constant and the resultant time-varying transformation is
given by Equ (19). From Eqs (18) and (19) an expression
in dq frame for the whole dynamic model is:







did
dt
diq
dt

dvdc
dt






=







−
R
L ω dd

L

−ω −
R
L

dq
L

−
dd
C −

dq
C 0











id
iq
vdc



+





−
1
L 0 0

0 −
1
L 0

0 0 1
C









vd
vq
Ipv



 (20)

where:
id is d axis grid currents;
iq is q axis grid currents;
vd is d axis grid voltages;
vq is q axis grid voltages;
dd is d axis duty ratios;
dq is q axis duty ratios;

3 System controllers

3.1 Outer loop controller

Model (20) shows the third equation representing voltage
control. At unity power factor (iq=0), this equation can be
simplified to:

C
dVdc

dt
= Ipv− iddd (21)

1

��

+

+

��� � ����

���

���
1

�

�

	��

	��

∗

Fig. 5: Voltage loop control.

The error e = V∗

dc − Vdc passes through a PI-type
regulator as depicted in Fig. (5) to regulate the dc voltage
to a fixed value. The controller used to balance the power
between the DC-link and the public grid as well as to
determine the amount of current injected into or absorbed
by the public grid [5].In Figs. (5) and (6), the voltage loop
is an outer loop whereas the current loop is an inner loop.
The internal loop can be designed to achieve a short
settling time and fast error correction. Thus, the outer and
inner loops can be considered decoupled and can be
linearized. The closed-loop transfer function of the dc
voltage regulation, obtained from Fig. (5), can be
expressed in the following form:

Vdc(s)
V∗

dc(s)
=

kvp

C

kvi
kvp

+S

S2+
kvp
C S+ kvi

C

(22)

The damping ratio isζ = (kvp)/2C
√

kvi/C, andω2
nv=

kvi/C. Thus the voltage regulator parameters are:

kvp = 2ζCωnv

kvi =Cω2
nv

(23)
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3.2 Inner loop controller

Model expressed by (20) shows that there is a
cross-coupling between the d and q components, which
affects the dynamic performance of the regulator [21].
Therefore, for better performance, decoupling the two
axes is necessary, which can be accomplished by
feedforward decoupling control method. Assuming:

{

νrd =−Vd+ddVdc+ωLiq
νrq =−Vq+dqVdc+ωLid

}

(24)

Then from the model given by (20), the system expressions
become











did
dt =−

R
L id +

1
L νrd

diq
dt =−

R
L iq+ 1

L νrq
dvdc
dt =

Ipv
C −

Vd+νrd
CVdc

id −
Vq+νrq
CVdc

iq











(25)

Model (25) eliminates the cross-coupling variables.
Therefore, the currentsid and iq can be controlled
independently by acting upon inputsVd and Vq,
respectively. Moreover, by using a PI-type compensation,
zero steady-state error and a fast dynamic response can be
achieved. The current regulator diagram is shown in Fig.
(6). The sampling and hold delay can be neglected, since
the line frequency is much less than the switching
frequency. In Fig. (6), kip and kii are respectively the
proportional and integral parameters,i∗ and i respectively
are the reference current signal and feedback current. The
figure is suitable for both theid and iq loops. From the
figure, the closed-loop transfer function of the dq current
loops is:

iq(s)

i∗q(s)
=

id(s)
i∗d(s)

=
kip

L

kii
kip

+S

S2+
kip+R

L S+ kii
L

(26)

The damping ratio isζ = (kip + R)/2L
√

kii/L, and
ω2

ni = kii/L. Thus the current control parameters are:

kip = 2ζωniL−R
kii = Lω2

ni
(27)
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+
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Fig. 6: Current loop control with constant irradiation.

4 Control layers in the Microgrid

The microgrid control system has to ensure that all the
control functions are accomplished (e.g., supply of
electrical and/or thermal energy, continuous feeding of
critical loads, energy-market participation,
auto-reconnection after failure, etc.). The control
objectives can be achieved through either centralized or
decentralized control, and through three control layers as
shown in Fig. (7). Some [26,11] call the supervisory
control architecture a multi-agent controller. The control
levels are [9,26,22,7,33,18,19]:

–Distribution Network Operator (DNO) and Market
Operator (MO);

–Microgrid Central Controller (MGCC); and
–Local Controller (LC); which can be either a Source
Controller or a Micro Load Controller.

DNO is necessary where there is more than one
microgrid in the distribution system. Also, for the market
environment of a specific area, one MO or more is
responsible for market management of the microgrid.
Both DNO and MO are part of the main grid; they do not
belong to the microgrid. The second level is the MGCC,
which is the main integrator of the DG clusters in a
microgrid. It is responsible in stabilizing the voltage and
frequency at the point of common coupling (PCC), and
responsible for the active and reactive powers dispatched
from each DG [7,34] . The LCs are the lower layer of
control (sometimes called peer to peer [26]). As shown in
this paper, LCs control the DERs and some of the local
loads, and seek to balance active and reactive powers.
They have a certain intelligence level, thus can make
decisions locally in a decentralized operation model
(whereas in a centralized model they receive set points
from the MGCC) [22,24]. Fig. (7) shows the DNO,
MGCC, and LC control layers.

5 Simulations: Results and Discussions

The outer voltage control loop regulates the DC link
voltage to extract maximum power from the PV (Fig. (8)).
DC-measured voltage (Vdc,mes), DC-measured current
(Idc,mes) are the inputs of the MPPT, which continuously
compares the present and past values of power, voltage,
and current, then appropriately increases or decreases the
reference voltage (Vre f ). Proportional and integral (PI)
controllers are used, producing the outputId,re f , which
feeds the inner loop controller input.

Fig. (9) shows the inner loop controller function using
Matlab/Simulink, which controls the reactive power
dispatched to the utility, in this studyIq,re f is set to zero to
maintain unity power factor.Vabc,B and Iabc,B are the
three-phase voltage and current measured at bus bar B
(Fig (2)). The phase locked loop (PLL) block converts
them from the three-phase reference frame to dq0
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Fig. 7: General architecture of hierarchical microgrid control
system.
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Fig. 8: DC voltage regulator.

reference frame. The values are then used by the reactive
power regulator to give theVd,Vq that operate the system
in a unity power factor mode. These signals are used by
the PWM generator to produce the desired switch pulses.
The control systems use a sample time of 100µs in the
voltage and current controllers and also the PLL
synchronization unit. However, the sampling time for the
power system is shorter; taking 10µ s to make the
simulation run faster. The value ofId,re f comes from the
outer loop.

The system runs for 5 s in all the cases to follow. The
radiation was changed during this time as shown in Table
(1). SunPower SPR-305-WHT PV panels were used. The
number of series-connected modules per string is 5, while
the number of parallel strings is 66. At 1000 W/m2 the
panels provide 100 kW , with the open circuit voltage
(Voc), short circuit current(Isc), voltage at maximum
power(Vmp), and current at maximum power(Imp) being
64.2 V , 5.96 A , 54.7 V , and 5.58 A , respectively.

��,���
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Fig. 9: Reactive power regulator (inner loop).
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Fig. 10: The voltage reference value.

Parameters of PV module used in this paper are cited in
Table (2).

Table 1: The solar radiation on the PV panel

Radiation W/m2 Time (s)

From To

1000 0 2
700 2 4
900 4 5

5.1 Proposed voltage reference value

5.1.1 Variable radiation

This study proposes a variable voltage reference (Vre f )
instead of being fixed as in past studies [13]; the reference
voltage value changes as in Fig. (10). This technique
increases the active power extracted from system, as Fig.
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Fig. 11: Active power dispatched to the public grid, with variable and fixed voltage references.
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Fig. 12: Active power dispatched to the public grid with variable temperature

Table 2: Electrical specifications of the SunPower PV panels

Parameter Value

Number of cells in series 96
Maximum power (Pmp) [W] 305.2
Maximum power voltage (Vmp) [V] 54.7
Maximum power current (Imp) [A] 5.58
Open circuit voltage (Voc) [V] 64.2
Short circuit current (Isc) [A] 5.96
Series resistance of PV model (Rs) [ohms] 3.80e-02
Parallel resistance of PV model (Rsh) [ohms] 9.94e+02
Diode reverse saturation current (Irsc) [A] 3.19e-08
Light-generated photo-current (Iph) [A] 5.96
Diode quality factor of PV model (η) 1.3

(11) illustrates; the black dashed line (which is the

proposed technique) dispatches higher power than the
fixed reference (blue continuous) at all solar radiance
levels. The correlation between Figs. (10), (11) show that
the reference voltage decreased when the radiation
dropped aiming to increase the extracted active power at
the certain radiation level.

5.1.2 Variable temperature

Fig (12) shows the active power dispatched to the public
grid during variable temperature. The cell temperature
(Tc) increased from 25◦ C to 65◦C during the first 8
seconds then it decreased gradually. Although, the active
power decrease with increasing of theTc, the proposed
technique (dashed black line) achieves higher dispatching
active power at steady state compared the continuous blue
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Fig. 13: Reference voltage during variable temperature

line (which uses fixed dc voltage reference). Fig (13),
illustrates the voltage reference changes with the variable
temperature. The correlation between Figs. (13), Fig (12)
show that the reference voltage decreased when the
temperature increase aiming to increase the extracted
active power at the certain temperature level.

5.2 Power flow at single and two stages power
conversion

As active power flows from the PV to the utility, losses
occur in the conversion system. This paper proposes a
single-stage power conversion system, whose efficiency is
higher than the two stage power conversion system
studied in [13]. Fig. (14) shows the active power exported
to the grid with single-stage (dashed line) and two stages
(continuous line). The base active power is 100 kW. The
power extracted from single-stage is higher for the three
solar radiation levels as the Fig. (14) shows, revealing that
the efficiency with single-stage power conversion is
higher.

5.3 Reactive power

As in some previous works [4], the system dispatches
unity power factor, and the reactive power injected into
the grid is set to zero. Fig. (15) shows the reactive power
dispatched to the public grid during (1) variable solar
radiation, and (2) variable temperature. The reactive
power disrupts at 2 s and 4 s when the solar radiation
changes, but the controller overcomes the disturbance and
returns the reactive power back to zero. The base reactive
power is 100 kVAr.
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Fig. 14: The active power in single-stage and two-stage power
conversion systems.
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Fig. 15: The reactive power dispatched from the PV system to
the grid, (1) with variable solar radiation, (2) with variable cell
temperature.

5.4 Voltage and Current

Figs. (16) and (17) show the line-to-ground RMS voltage
and current at the PCC. The voltage and the current basis
are 14433 V and 3.35 A, respectively. The RMS voltage
is constant around 1.4 kV. Fig. (17) shows the current
imported to the grid, which is directly proportional to the
active power provided by the PV source. Current reaches
to the minimum between 2 s to 4 s due to the drop of solar
radiation during that period. Fig. (18) shows the
sinusoidal voltage and current at the PCC, illustrating that
both have low distortion and the phase shift is almost
zero, that is unity power factor.

6 Conclusion

In this paper a single-stage power conversion system was
studied. An inverter is the only power conversion
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component used. It achieved two tasks: maximum power
point tracking (MPPT) and unity power factor dispatching
to the public grid. The study revealed that the dispatched
active power is higher than a two-stage power conversion
system. A variable reference voltage was used to extract
the maximum power from the system. This technique can
extract higher active power from PV panel during variable
solar radiation and cell temperature. Unity power factor
operation shows that the single-stage power conversion
system performs all tasks properly.
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